Are you Disappointed with your dental website’s performance when these problems seem all too familiar:

- LOW RANKINGS
- NO WEB LEADS
- CHAIRS UNFILLED
- COSTS NOT COVERED

you need to...

Get Optimized!

By deploying WSO-LLC and its special Internet tools, we were able to expand our practice and profitability from a few new patients a month to over 160! "

DR. KEN CIRKA - DENTIST
PHILADELPHIA PA

Website Optimization LLC has developed proprietary tools and techniques to help dentists grow their practice by harnessing the power of the Internet.

EXPERIENCED INTERNET PROFESSIONALS
FOR ALL BUDGETS PROVEN RESULTS

www.websiteoptimization.com
If your dental practice is planning to expand, WEBSITE OPTIMIZATION LLC can be a powerful ally.

WHY CHOOSE US?
Our experienced web team will help you:

- Increase your visibility
- Obtain higher quality leads at a lower cost
- Harness the power of the internet using our dentist-specific proprietary tools

It is easy to exit if our services don’t meet your expectations

We’re worth evaluating as you plan for next year

Give us a call or send us an email today!

877 SITE OPT
(877 748 3678)

www.websiteoptimization.com

We’re a federation of professional web developers and marketers linked throughout the United States.

Founded in 2002 to help empower dental practices to expand with low cost and risk while leveraging the skills, experience and credibility of WSO’s special teams.

We have strong experience in: IT software • Managed IT Services • Web Programming • Web Development • Design • Marketing for Dentists, Lawyers, and Doctors.